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What happened to end the Thousand Year Reign?
What happened to end the Thousand Year Reign?
If you remember that Christ sent out the 12 Apostles to the ends of the earth preaching as Christ
did, that “The Kingdom of God is at hand”. That “there are some standing here today that shall not
taste death before they see the Kingdom. And this was why the Disiples were converted to do. Also
you must remeber that they were told first that they “having been built upon the foundations of the
Apostles and the Prophets with Jesus Christ the Chief Cornerstone” as being the building blocks of
Gods Kingdom called “Heavenly Jerusalem of us all” as a Heavenly non-composition of “Spirit
and truth”.
Even as the Samaritan woman at the well was told that “ the time that is coming is (already) here
when you will worship not in Samaria or in (that) Jerusalem, but in Spirit and Truth” defining the
Millenial Kingdom of the Father. So we need not embellish any more on this but to understand that
they had the Kingdom of God that their physical one within reach ditracted them fro the truth and
therefore were destroyed. Not just by anyone or armies of many but by the bery same mouth that
said “let there be light” and there was. Also said through His Only Begotten, that “not one stone
shall be left upon another that will not be strewn under” because it became contentious,
blasphemous and the self righteous contender.
So then the disiples having been empowered by the Holy Spirit during the feast of pentecost, to
then fulfill the call to “go ye therefore to the ends of the earth” preaching this message with all the
signs to follow. These were the edicts that “this gospel of the kingdom will be preached in all the
world as a witness to all the nations, and then the end will come.”
And “Jerusalem will be trampled by Gentiles until the times (for) of the Gentiles (to come into
fruition) to be fulfilled.
And “Then they will see the Son of Man coming in a cloud with power and great glory.
And speaking of “The Parable of The Fig Tree. Assuredly, I say to you, this generation will by no
means pass away till all things take place.

Indicating that all those prophecies happened to that genrration and that time frame.
We have another analogy to explain as Peter said that “one day with God is as a thousand years”
speaking of this time frame and associating it with the prophecy about Adam. That in the day that
you eat of the tree you shall die”. Adam died at 970 years of age, thereby correctly defining his
day as having happened near a thousand years……
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That the time Christ went to the cross for that timeframe for the fulfillment of the promise to
Abraham that “you will be the father of many nations”, being the object of salvation and why
Abraham was called he father for them. That “the law was added till fsith camel, showing us that
the 12 tribe interlude was over. Thst the law that was added to make sin exceedingly sinful made
sure that yhe Jews were good and dead for the change to come, to get back on track to the
promise to Abraham, even as Paul proclaimed. So let there be NO prejudicies that todays jews are
the preferred of God. “For God so loved the WORLD that He gave His only begotten, so that who
so ever believes in Him (from any nationality or color) shall have Eternal life.
Now with all these verses expired and the Son of God saying “lo I am with you throughout the
ages, that now with peace and prosperity for the world, they could excel in all the fields of
sciences, technologies and advancements for a higher civilization now as a result of Christs reset.
This was an age of a new boon for mankind. Yes, the beginning of the thousand year reign had
happened. We know this because up till that point each empire had the head and the year of the
kings reign printed on coins and all other documents. But with Christ we simply see an “AD”
We can … lion with the lamb

The question is, if Satan was to be released from Sheol after this boon, what happened to lead up
to another demise, theft and destruction of mankind. If you have studied the mud flood buildings,
erasure of building and technology such as the world has not fully recovered yet. Then what
happened that humanity at large had to start over with some reminders but no road maps on how
to recreate such things that are scattered over our earth the prove that earlier cultures were more
advanced then purselves.
It is not by this discourse that we mean to present poofs of advanced civilizations world wide. And if
you havn’t already reached that understanding, then this discourse is not for you. However if you
have, then lets us hypothesize, taking into consideration evidences of superior cultures and how
this all relates to scripture. For if youve never made this connection, the two can dove tail together
just fine, however you must connect the dots, and like a team of ferensics, we have to fill in some
blanks. But I believe scripture leaves us skelital remains to make some points. And because of this,
we will use scripture to lay out this skeltol form to do so. This may be stretch for many but we will
take scripture at face value and not be afraid if it does not fit the narrative we grew up with. For we
know there has always been a deciever. And for him to offer humanity “a coming one whose
working is according to satan with all lying signs and wonders that decieves all of humaity,,, ecept
the Elect. And the Elect loosly defined are those so intuned to Gods word and holy spirit that they
know and understand that the god of this age was given this opportunity because of the chasm
between God and man.
Now, if you could remove all the objects that benift the few from the many, to in turn benefit the
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many from the few.
We would have to eliminate all instruments of war because it is a time of peace. You would have to
eliminate government as a tax collecting barnicle slowing down production. You would have to
curpt out escentially all the middle men from shipping, and the idea that undeveloped land belongs
to someone or governments to have to buy it from them. You could see that most of the pilferers of
humanity would cease to exist.
You would still have the feable and needy, but not like today because the system today creates the
feeble and the needy.q
so then to suppose this dystem exsisted, that this world system through use and time went into
decline? This should not be too hard to image because the laws of thermal dynamics that are laws
of creation implies an unwinding anyway. A break down.
And more then that, you have to acknowledge a seamingly horrible source of evil because without
this, all the evils of the world would not exsist. For this we use scripture because for this discourse,
this narrative HAS TO fit scripture on the premis that it is the word of God. And let God be true and
let God be all powerfull and let God assist us in this endeavor for “it is the glory of man to discover
some things and it is the glory of God to conceal it because all these things are designed this way
to see if we glorify tge historians who have taken on this challange, or if we believe scripture, older
testimonies that support it and the silent witness called the Holy Spirit and the Unction from God
who delights is our discoveries, as they glorify the creator, the gospel message and the laws and
conclusions that are Gods. If you would like to use the modern views and sciences, this is NOT for
you. Go the ither way!
we also have the past to project through missing history because history repeats itself
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